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QUESTION: 32
A summary alert notification includes: (Choose three)

A. time stamps
B. transaction traces
C. a summary alert name
D. the current state of the summary alert
E. details of the user-defined time period for checking the current state of each underlying simple alert

Answer: B, C, E

QUESTION: 33
You have decided that it is unnecessary to show socket-level metrics in your system and want to disable the SocketTracing tracer group. Which command will enable you to do this?

A. TurnOff: SocketTracing
B. //TurnOn: SocketTracing
C. --TurnOn: SocketTracing
D. #TurnOn: SocketTracing

Answer: D

QUESTION: 34
The preferred scripting language for developing Environment Performance Agent (EPA) plugins is:

A. Perl
B. Python
C. JavaScript
D. Shell script

Answer: C

QUESTION: 35
Which information can you view using the Summary View tab of the CA Introscope Transaction Tracer? (Choose three)
A. Color codes, which indicate call durations  
B. The number of times a URL was accessed  
C. The number of milliseconds to complete the call  
D. The number of milliseconds required for the fastest call completion  
E. The number of transaction components affected, shown using a hierarchical format

**Answer:** B, C, D

**QUESTION:** 36  
Which metrics are MOST suitable for building alerts? (Choose three)  

A. Stall Count  
B. Errors Per Interval  
C. Responses Per Interval  
D. Concurrent Invocations  
E. Average Response Time (ms)

**Answer:** A, B, E

**QUESTION:** 37  
You want to configure the list of keys that identify URL Groups in this agent. Which configuration parameter will enable you to do this?

A. introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys  
B. introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile  
C. introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.<key>.format  
D. introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.<key>.pathprefix

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 38  
You want to set up CA Introscopy so that users are always using the most up-to-date version of the client. Which mechanism enables you to do this?

A. WebView  
B. Workstation  
C. Transaction Tracer  
D. Web Start Workstation
**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 39  
What is the Metric name in this Metric path? H04|VVAS_Node|Server 0|Servlets|SeatServlet:Stall Count

A. H04  
B. Servlets  
C. Stall Count  
D. WAS_Node

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 40  
You are viewing a dashboard that displays data from 10 different Agents. You want to isolate and view data from three Agents, which you suspect may be affected by a problem. What must you do to enable this?

A. Activate the Console Lens feature  
B. Activate the Historical Query feature and select multiple time periods  
C. Select the Show Module and Domain names with Dashboard Name option  
D. Create multiple copies of Dashboards, each one designed to show data from a different Agent

**Answer:** A
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